ASE Vision Process Agenda
August 12, 2019, 4pm – 7pm
Colorado Mountain College (Aspen Campus)

**Meeting Purpose**

- Review outcomes of July 11\(^{th}\) and July 22\(^{nd}\) meetings.
- Understand airline’s perspective on: operating safely at ASE; environmental goals; future commercial aircraft likely to serve ASE; regional markets today and in the future; and facility needs at ASE.
- Introduce assignments for working groups and focus group on transportation and mobility, terminal and landside planning, safety and design standards, and the development of community-focused priorities for the airport project.

**Meeting Agenda**

I. Welcome, Introductions and Opening Remarks (4:00-4:20 PM)
   a. Introduction to the meeting by AVC governance (John Bennett)
   b. Overview of ASE Vision process and debrief from July 11\(^{th}\) Airport Advisory Groups Meeting and July 22\(^{nd}\) Airport Vision Committee Meeting
   c. Tonight’s meeting purpose
   d. Agenda overview

II. Airline Panel Discussion (4:20- 6:20 PM) -Moderated by Jackie Francis
   a. View from the Flight Deck: A discussion with the airlines/operators and crew that service ASE to talk about their perspective on operating safely at ASE; environmental goals; future commercial aircraft likely to serve ASE; regional markets today and in the future; and facility needs at ASE.

III. Break (6:20-6:30 PM)

IV. Next Steps Discussion: Continua, focus areas and getting to a vision (Jon Peacock) (6:30-7:00 PM)

V. Adjourn (7:00 PM)